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The experimental investigation of mode distortion induced by stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in a high-power
fiber amplifier, which includes the evolutions of optical spectra, spatial beam profiles, and time-frequency char-
acteristics, has been carried out in detail. Temporal-frequency characteristics have been studied for the first time,
to the best of our knowledge, by using a low-speed camera and high-speed photodiode traces, which revealed that
temporal-frequency characteristics of SRS-induced mode distortion are different from traditional dynamic mode
instability (MI). The experimental results show that the output beam profile remains stable before the mode
distortion occurs and fluctuates obviously after the onset of SRS-induced MI but on a time scale of seconds,
which is much lower than that of Yb-gain-induced MI featuring millisecond-level beam profile fluctuation.
It also shows that the mode distortion became measurable in company with the onset of inter-mode four-wave
mixing (IM-FWM) when the ratio of Raman light reaches 3%; further, the beam quality factor M 2 degrades
gradually from 1.4 to 2.1 as the ratio of Raman light increases. The mode distortion is accompanied by an obvious
temperature increase of the output passive fiber, which further confirms that the mode distortion originates from
SRS. The cause of the mode distortion induced by SRS has been explained in the context of core-pumped SRS
effect, and the investigation on the accompanying IM-FWM effect indicates that the main content of the SRS-
induced high-order mode is the LP21 mode. © 2020 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to high beam quality, easy thermal management, high ro-
bustness, and compact size, the fiber laser is becoming one of
the most promising laser sources for high-power scaling with
excellent beam quality. In recent years, fiber lasers have dem-
onstrated rapid evolution in terms of output power and are now
widely used in industrial materials processing, medical sciences,
spectroscopy, and so forth [1–4]. However, due to high inten-
sity in the fiber core, nonlinear effects can menace the scaling
of output power of fiber lasers, especially stimulated Raman
scattering (SRS) and mode instability (MI) for industrial high-
power continuous-wave (CW) fiber lasers [5–9]. The SRS ef-
fect will transfer the desired signal power to a longer wavelength
nonlinearly when the output power exceeds the SRS threshold
[10–13], which reduces the effective signal power content. In
order to suppress the SRS effect, large-mode area (LMA) fibers

are commonly employed in high-power fiber laser systems. The
LMA fibers can support a few transverse modes; thus, MI will
occur when the output power reaches a certain threshold,
which will degrade the beam quality and pointing stability
of the fiber laser systems [7]. Over the past decade, there have
been many theoretical and experimental reports on the MI phe-
nomenon [14–21]; further, the SRS was thought to be inde-
pendent of MI until researchers found SRS-induced MI in
2017 [22]. In 2016, Naderi et al. predicted that the Raman
conversion could cause MI in Raman fiber lasers [23], which
was different from the experimental phenomenon of SRS-
induced MI [24]. It is reported that SRS-induced MI happens
in signal light instead of Stokes light [24]. However, according
to the theoretical results, SRS-induced MI should happen in
Stokes light [23]. Then, another explanation of the underlying
physical mechanism of SRS-induced MI was introduced [25],
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which attributed the phenomenon to the intermode four-wave
mixing (IM-FWM) but also cannot explain why SRS-induced
MI happens in a signal laser. In addition, one can find the
temporal characteristics of SRS-induced MI are different from
those of traditional MI by comparing the results in Ref. [16]
and [22], which have not been analyzed in detail.

In this paper, the experimental study on SRS-induced mode
distortion has been carried out in a counter-pumped all-
fiberized amplifier; further, the temporal characteristics of
SRS-induced mode distortion have been studied with the help
of the Fourier analysis, which is proved to be a useful method to
investigate the mechanism and characteristics of SRS-induced
mode distortion phenomenon. The experiment results have
been discussed, and the mode distortion is considered as the
result of fiber core-pumped SRS effect.

2. EXPERIMENT SETUP

The all-fiber laser system based on a master oscillator power
amplifier (MOPA) configuration is established, as shown in
Fig. 1. The system is composed of a master oscillator and a
power amplifier. The oscillator consists of a high reflector (HR),
a 10/130 Yb-doped fiber (YDF), and an output coupler (OC).
The central wavelength of gratings is 1064 nm, and their re-
flectivity is 99.9% and 10%, respectively. In order to study
SRS-induced MI, we intentionally use a narrow linewidth os-
cillator to trigger an SRS effect [26–28]; further, the linewidths
of HR and OC are 2 and 0.1 nm, respectively. A 50 W 976 nm
laser diode (LD) is used to pump the cavity via a �2� 1� × 1
combiner, which can deliver a maximal output power of 30 W.
Then, the seed laser is coupled to the main amplifier stage
through the multifunctional mode field adapter, which is com-
bined with a cladding power stripper (CPS). The amplifier
stage is made up of a counter �6� 1� × 1 signal/pump com-
biner, a piece of LMAYDF with core diameter 26 μm and clad-
ding diameter of 400 μm, two CPSs, and an output quartz
block holder (QBH). The pump absorption coefficient of the
LMAYDF is 0.6 dB∕m at 915 nm. The main amplifier stage is
pumped by six pump modules via a �6� 1� × 1 signal/pump
combiner. Each pump module is made up of a 7 × 1 pump
combiner with 150 W LD connected to each arm; in addition,
the central wavelength of LD is 915 nm. The pumping schemes
were chosen to increase the threshold of Yb-gain-induced MI
[29,30] and avoid the influence of Yb-gain-induced MI on
SRS-induced MI [29,30]. The CPSs are utilized to remove the
residue pump power and the unwanted cladding signal light.
To strip the high-order mode (HOM) and obtain good beam
quality, the active fiber is coiled, and the fiber systems were
water-cooled on a heat sink for efficient thermal management.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The seed is injected into the main amplifier, and the output
power of the amplifier increases linearly with the pump power,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). When the injected pump power is
2.60 kW, the output power is 1.91 kW, and optical-to-optical
efficiency is 72.7%. The spectra at different output powers are
presented in Fig. 2(b). With the scaling of output power, the
spectrum linewidth of the laser broadens, which is due
to self-phase modulation and the four-wave mixing effect in
the amplifier. Furthermore, the light ranging from 1100 to
1140 nm is caused by the SRS effect, while the light rising
around 1032 nm is due to the IM-FWM [31]. When the out-
put power is 1.91 kW, the SRS signal-to-noise ratio is 18 dB,
and the ratio of the SRS light power to total output power is
13.87%, which is calculated through the spectral integration
from 1100 to 1140 nm.

The Raman ratio and IM-FWM ratio at different output
powers are illustrated in Fig. 3. One can see that both the ratios
of Raman and IM-FWM increase obviously when the output
power exceeds 1560 W. The beam quality of the laser is mea-
sured, and theM 2 for the laser at several output powers is illus-
trated in Fig. 3(a). One can see that, when the output power is
lower than 1560 W, the ratio of SRS is less than about 3%, and
the beam quality degrades slightly as the output power in-
creases. When the output power is 1560 W, the beam quality
of the laser isM 2

x � 1.42, M 2
y � 1.41. The mode degradation

is because the injecting seed laser is not strictly single mode, and
the gain of the HOM is higher in the amplifier, which results
in the increasing of the fraction of HOM with the scaling of
output power [32]. After the ratio of SRS exceeds 3%, the beam
quality degrades sharply as the output power of signal laser
increases, and the beam quality is degraded to M 2

x � 2.1,
M 2

y � 2.02 at 1910 W. Therefore, the obvious SRS effect will

Fig. 1. Experiment setup of the laser system.

Fig. 2. (a) Output power of the laser as a function of pump power.
(b) Spectra at different output powers.

Fig. 3. (a) Beam quality and the ratio of Raman Stokes light.
(b) Ratio of IM-FWM light of the laser at different output powers.
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cause mode degradation. The onset power of mode degradation
and IM-FWM is nearly the same, which is because the IM-
FWM is caused by the nonlinear interaction between the fun-
damental mode and HOM; thus, the HOM induced by SRS
will stimulate the IM-FWM simultaneously.

With the scaling of output power after the onset of SRS, the
temperature of the passive fiber (fiber 1 and fiber 2, marked red
in Fig. 1) will increase due to the quantum defect during the
Raman conversion process. The highest temperature, which is
located in fiber 2 near the QBH, has been measured in experi-
ments, as shown in Fig. 4. One can see that, when the ratio of
SRS is less than 2%, the heat load in the passive fiber can be
dissipated effectively by convection; further, the temperature of
the passive fiber will maintain the room temperature. When the
ratio of the SRS increases beyond 2%, the heat load increases
beyond the capability of the convection, and the temperature
of the fiber increases obviously. The results confirm that the
mode degradation of the signal laser is caused by the onset
of SRS but needs to reach a certain level of Raman power. The
aforementioned results agree with the discussion in Ref. [33],
where the SRS is weaker, and no SRS-induced mode degrada-
tion has been observed.

We use a camera to study the mode distortion, spatially
and dynamically. Figure 5 shows the near-field intensity from
the camera at different output powers. Visualization 1 and
Visualization 2 show the recorded videos of the near-field
beam-profile evolution within a time period of 10 s at
1560 W (lower than MI threshold) and 1910 W (higher than
MI threshold) output power, respectively. It shows that the
beam profiles are stable when the output power is lower than

MI threshold at 1560 W but fluctuate when the MI occurs
at 1910 W.

To study the temporal dynamics in detail, we use a simple
photodiode (PD) to measure the transversal beam profile,
which provides important characteristics of the temporal dy-
namics such as their temporal periodicity or noise. A PD with
a hole of 1.0 mm diameter and bandwidth of 350 MHz is
placed in the center of the collimated beam to detect the tem-
poral characteristics of SRS-induced mode distortion. The
bandwidth of oscilloscope used in the experiment is 500 MHz.
The time traces at six different output power levels are shown in
Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) depicts the time traces for a time period of
50 s with 200 kSa/s sampling rate; Fig. 6(b) illustrates the time
traces for a time period of 100 μs with 200 MSa/s sampling
rate, which expresses the power fluctuation at the Hz and
MHz levels, respectively. From Fig. 6(a), one can see that, with
the scaling of output power, the time trace is stable before the
onset of mode distortion, and the time trace fluctuates obvi-
ously when SRS-induced mode distortion occurs. However, the
time trace fluctuates at a much slower speed, which indicates
the slow-speed energy conversion of the mode power; further,
the result rules out the thermal origin of SRS-induced MI [16].
From Fig. 6(b), one can see that the time trace always keeps
stable with the scaling of output power, which indicates that
the MI is not caused by the backward SRS-induced seed’s in-
version [34]. In Refs. [35,36], SRS-induced MI has not been
observed even when the Raman Stokes light is only about
10 dB below the intensity of signal light, which is because
the bend loss of HOM is high and the variation of HOM frac-
tion is ignorable. In Ref. [36], the fraction of HOM is high, as
indicated by its beam quality, so the SRS results in obvious
mode degradation.

Furthermore, we applied Fourier analysis on the time traces
to calculate the corresponding Fourier spectrum (FS) to sim-
plify the investigation on the periodicity of the time traces.
The FSs of the time traces with 50 s period at different output
power levels are shown in Fig. 7. One can see that, with the
onset of SRS-induced MI, the frequency component lower
than 5 Hz increases; at higher frequencies, the noise remains
at the dark noise level and does not show additional noise fea-
tures. The FS results indicate that the time traces in the region
exhibit a time fluctuation at the several-second level and that
the Yb-gain-induced MI has not been triggered.

Figure 8 shows the relative intensity σ as a function
of output power. This relative intensity is defined as

Fig. 4. Temperature of passive fiber of the laser at different output
powers.

Fig. 5. Near-field intensity distributions captured from camera at
(a) 1560 W (Visualization 1) and (b) 1910 W (Visualization 2).

Fig. 6. Time traces of the laser with (a) 50 s period and (b) 100 μs
period at different output powers.
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σ � R
200 Hz
0 P�ν�dν∕ R 400 Hz

200 Hz P�ν�dν − 1, where P�ν� is the
power density at the frequency of ν. Below the threshold,
P�ν� in the range from 0 to 200 Hz is nearly the same as that
at 200–400 Hz, which results in the fact that σ is around zero.
After mode distortion happens, the frequency component
shows up in the range of 0–200 Hz, which results in the fact
that the value of σ increases sharply and indicates the onset
of MI [37].

One effective method to suppress HOM is to introduce
mode-specific bend loss [38,39]. In order to suppress SRS-
induced mode distortion, the passive fiber (fiber 1) before
CPS2 is bent with about an 8 cm bend diameter and about an
0.3 m bend length. The results are shown in Fig. 9. Figure 9(a)
shows the output power versus pump power; with 2.60 kW
pump power, the output power is 1.85 kW, and optical-to-
optical efficiency is 70.8%. After the fiber is bent, the effi-
ciency decreases, which is because the HOM is leaked to the
fiber cladding in the bent fiber and is stripped byCPS. The beam
quality versus output power is shown in Fig. 9(b). SRS-induced
MI threshold is about 1520W; further, compared with Fig. 3(a),
one can conclude that the fiber bend has little impact on the
threshold of SRS-induced mode distortion, which is in coinci-
dence with the results in Ref. [22]. This is because the SRS effect
starts at the beginning of the amplifier, and the SRS effect is al-
ready stimulated with the fraction of the HOM increasing at the
end of the amplifier. The bend of the end part of the system can
only strip the HOM instead of suppressing the HOM, which
only results in reduction of efficiency.

4. DISCUSSION

According to the experimental results, one can conclude that
the cause of SRS-induced MI is different from Yb-gain-induced
MI, and the experimental phenomenon is similar to that of a
single-mode Raman fiber laser based on a multimode fiber [40].
One possible explanation of SRS-induced mode distortion is
due to the core-pumped SRS effect. For the fiber laser, the out-
put laser propagates in the fiber core, and the laser is the pump
light of the SRS effect, so the SRS effect in a fiber amplifier is
a core-pumped process. The signal laser is near fundamental
mode, and the power distribution is Gaussian-shaped before
the SRS occurs, so the power intensity near the fiber center
is higher, which results in a stronger SRS effect in the center
of the core and much lower SRS in the outer area of the core.
Therefore, the result is that the light power distributing at the
fiber center part decreases; then, the signal power distribution
degrades from a Gaussian shape to super-Gaussian shape and
then to a hollow shape, as shown in Fig. 10. One can see from
the beam profiles that the HOM is mainly an LP21 mode. The
temporal dynamics of SRS-induced mode distortion is due to
the phase fluctuation between the fundamental mode and
HOM caused by temperature variations, mechanical vibration,
acoustic noise, seismic noise, etc., which cannot be avoided in a
practical engineering environment and lies in a frequency range
well below several hundred Hz in a relatively quiet laboratory
environment [41–43].

Figure 3(b) shows that the IM-FWM effect will be stimu-
lated after the onset of SRS-induced mode distortion, which
is caused by the interaction between the fundamental mode
and HOMs. In order to assess the main proportion of HOM,
the frequency shifts caused by the IM-FWM effect between

Fig. 7. FS of low-frequency time traces with 50 s period.

Fig. 8. Character factor σ as a function of output laser power.

Fig. 9. (a) Output power versus pump power. (b) Beam quality of
the laser with bent passive fiber.

Fig. 10. Near-field intensity distributions at several output powers.
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different modes are investigated. According to Ref. [44], the
waveguide dispersion (ΔkW) and material dispersion (ΔkM)
are considered to determine the phase-matching condition.
In Fig. 11, we plot the curves of ΔkM and −ΔkW versus
the frequency shift, where calculation parameters are the same
as in the experimental setup; further, the intersection of the
curve of ΔkM and −ΔkW is the phase-matching frequency
shift of the IM-FWM process. For the case in which the signal
light at the LP21 and LP01 modes produces the Stokes light at
the LP21 and LP01 modes, the frequency shift of IM-FWM is
8.7 THz. For lasers operating at 1064 nm, the Stokes peak
wavelength is 1097.88 nm with the anti-Stokes peak wave-
length being 1032.15 nm, which is in coincidence with the
spectrum in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, one can conclude that
SRS-caused HOM is mainly the LP21 mode.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, SRS-induced mode distortion is studied in an
LMA step-index fiber in a counter-pumped all-fiberized ampli-
fier. When the output power is scaled to 1560 W, the ratio
of SRS is 2%, and SRS power begins to increase nonlinearly;
then, the mode distortion occurs when the ratio of SRS reaches
3%, i.e., SRS-induced mode distortion. The beam quality fac-
tor M 2 of the fiber amplifier is measured, which is about 1.4
before the onset of mode distortion, and degrades after the on-
set of SRS-induced mode distortion and is about 2.1 at
1910 W. The output passive fiber temperature also begins
to increase when the ratio of SRS exceeds 2%. The temporal
dynamics of SRS-induced mode distortion is studied in detail;
these dynamics are characterized via camera measurement and
photodiode traces. The experimental results express that SRS-
induced mode distortion is a slowly-varying process with beam
profile fluctuation at the second level, which can be explained
by the core-pumped SRS effect. With the onset of mode dis-
tortion, the IM-FWM effect will be stimulated simultaneously,
and the investigation of IM-FWM indicates SRS-induced
HOM is mainly in the LP21 mode.
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